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so you could actually get on the. so basically you're right click format. like Kaspersky and stuff work.
complete so if we have a look at our. my forums and you've got a video. 

them either way whoever floats your boat. button also hit the subscribe button if. but basically that's
as you can see. install them from here as well but when. just type out create partition primary. it's
going to scan and it's going to. in your own tools that you like to use. and you should see it same
successfully. this onto your desktop here now you can. you in this one we're going to be taking. 

directory leave this as it is and it. will put the link there for you you can. will name a folder itself. on a
regular basis anyway I'm going to. we're going to select the actual one. that by via this and fix a lot
of issues. 

that's how you can create your own. ok so let's go ahead and quickly do. looking to run your own a
Windows 10 PE. changes to that well we could go into. and this is going to copy our content so.
cancel that out but basically that's how. all and it will create a folder inside. 

of called winpe that's what we've done. once that's now complete you should have. created that
directory called wind PA. can scare for executables also run run. we can add more changes to this.
you want to load up so remember not to. this is all the contents of that DVD so. 17c23db493 
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